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November 21,2016 

Mr. Denis Kelly, Regional Clerk 
The Regional Municipality of York 
17250 Yonge Street 
Newmarket. ON L3Y 6Z1 

Dear Mr. Kelly: 

RE: 	 WESTON DOWNS COMPREHENSIVE TRAFFIC STUDY 
WARD3 

Attached for your information is Item 5, Report No. 38, of the Committee of the Whole regarding the 
above-noted matter which was adopted, as amended, by the Council of the City of Vaughan at its 
meeting of November 15, 2016. 

I draw your attention to Clause 2, 3, and 4 of the recommendation as follows: 

"2. 	 That York Region be requested to install demand responsive traffic signal controllers 
at all signalized intersections on Weston Road from south of LangstaffRoad to north 
of Rutherford Road and on Langstaff and Rutherford Roads from Highway 400 to 
Pine Valley Drive to improve overall traffic operations along these corridors; 

3. 	 That York Region be requested to advance the timing for implementation of capital 
improvements for Weston Road from Langstaff Road to Major Mackenzie Drive and 
Rutherford Road from Weston Road to Pine Valley Drive as identified in the York 
Region Transportation Master Plan within the first three to five years of the current 
10-year construction program; and 

4. 	 That York Region be requested to extend the current limits of capital improvements 
for Rutherford Road from the original limits of Pine Valley Drive westerly to Highway 
27 as identified in the York Region Transportation Master Plan within the first three to 
five years of the current 10-year construction program." 

To assist us in responding to inquiries, please quote the item and report number. 

Attachment: 
Extract 
1. 	 Location map- Weston Downs 
2. 	 Weston Downs Community Engagement Process 
3. 	 Weston Downs Traffic Study Report Executive Summary 
4. 	 Community Input- Issues and Solutions Identified by Residents 

JAA/as 

City of Vaughan, Office of the City Clerk, 2141 Major Mackenzie Drive, Vaughan, Ontario L6A 1T1 
Tel: 905.832-8504 website www.vaughan.ca email Jeffrey.Abrams@vaughan.ca 
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CITY OF VAUGHAN 


EXTRACT FROM COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 15. 2016 


Item 5, Report No. 38, of the Committee of the Whole, which was adopted, as amended, by the Council of 

the City of Vaughan on November 15, 2016, as follows: 

By receiving the following Communications: 

C10 Mr. Danny Giacomel, dated November 1, 2016; and 

C11 Mr. Carl Rossi, dated November 1, 2016. 


WESTON DOWNS COMPREHENSIVE TRAFFIC STUDY 

WARD3 


The Committee of the Whole recommends: 

1) 	 That the recommendation contained in the following report of the City Manager and the 
Director of Transportation Services, Parks and Forestry Operations, dated November 1, 
2016, be approved; 

2) 	 That York Region be requested to provide a status report in Q1 2018 respecting 
implementation of the described improvements which are the responsibility of York 
Region; 

3) 	 That local traffic signage be enhanced in the Weston Downs community; and 

4) 	 That the presentation by Mr. John Hemingway, Hatch Corporation, South Service Road, 
Burlington, and Communication C30, presentation material titled " Weston Downs Traffic 
Study'' , be received. 

Recommendation 

The City Manager and the Director of Transportation Services, Parks and Forestry Operations, in 
consultation with the Deputy City Manager of Planning and Growth Management, recommend: 

1. 	 That the Weston Downs Traffic Study Report, prepared by Hatch Corporation, be 
received; 

2. 	 That York Region be requested to install demand responsive traffic signal controllers at 
all signalized intersections on Weston Road from south of Langstaff Road to north of 
Rutherford Road and on Langstaff and Rutherford Roads from Highway 400 to Pine 
Valley Drive to improve overall traffic operations along these corridors; 

3. 	 That York Region be requested to advance the timing for implementation of capital 
improvements for Weston Road from Langstaff Road to Major Mackenzie Drive and 
Rutherford Road from Weston Road to Pine Valley Drive as identified in the York Region 
Transportation Master Plan within the first three to five years of the current 1 0-year 
construction program; 

4. 	 That York Region be requested to extend the current limits of capital improvements for 
Rutherford Road from the original limits of Pine Valley Drive westerly to Highway 27 as 
identified in the York Region Transportation Master Plan within the first three to five years 
of the current 10-year construction program; 

5. 	 That York Region Transit (YRT) be requested to consider establishing services within the 
Weston Downs neighbourhood in an effort to manage travel demands; 
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6. 	 That City staff work with the local school boards and York Region to investigate 
measures and programs in an effort to address school traffic-related issues and promote 
active and sustainable modes of transportation; and 

7. 	 That the City Clerk forward a copy of this Report to York Region, the York Region District 
School Board and York Region Catholic School Board and the Ministry of Transportation. 

Contribution to Sustainability 

This report contributes to the goals and objectives within Green Directions Vaughan, the City's 
Community Sustainability and Environmental Master Plan, specifically: 

Goal 3: To ensure that Vaughan is a city that is easy to get around with a low environmental 
impact. 

Objective 3.2: To develop and sustain a network of roads that supports efficient and accessible 
public and private transit. 

Economic Impact 

There is no economic impact associated with this report. 

Communications Plan 

A copy of this report will be posted on the City's project webpage. 

The City Clerk will circulate a copy of this report to the Region of York, York Region District 
School Board, York Region Catholic School Board, and the Ontario Ministry of Transportation. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to update Council on the traffic issues and findings from the Weston 
Downs Comprehensive Traffic Study. 

Background -Analysis and Options 

In June 2015, Council directed staff to undertake a traffic study to identify potential traffic 
solutions for the Weston Downs Community, 

The Weston Downs neighbourhood is bounded by Rutherford Road to the north, Weston Road to 
the east, Langstaff Road to the south, and Pine Valley Drive to the west. The neighbourhood 
consists of single-detached residences, with two elementary schools (St. Gregory the Great and 
St. Clare). Several minor collector roads exist within the community that includes Babak 
Boulevard, Orr Avenue, Velmar Drive, Village Green Drive, Astonia Boulevard, Valeria Boulevard, 
and Greenpark Boulevard. All other roads within the community are classified as local roads. 
There are no continuous major north-south roads connecting the north and south half of the 
community to provide access to and within the Weston Downs neighbourhood. A location plan is 
included as Attachment 1. 

Some residents of the Weston Downs community expressed concerns about high volumes of 
traffic on local roads as a result of the area having been developed with limited north-south 
collector roads. Over the years, the City has worked with the Region and the community and has 
completed several traffic studies and has proposed various solutions. 
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City Staff, in consultation with Regional staff, selected Hatch Corporation in September of 
2015 to complete a comprehensive traffic study of the Weston Downs community. 

The City worked closely with the Region and retained Hatch Corporation to conduct a 
comprehensive traffic study for the Weston Downs community. The study identified traffic issues, 
undertook technical analysis to address the traffic issues identified, and engaged the community 
throughout the study. The community engagement process is outlined in Attachment 2. 

The traffic study determined that congestion is present at key intersections in and around 
the community as a result of high volumes on Regional roads and Provincial highways, 

The Weston Downs area road network does not have a continuous mid-block collector road 
system, with gaps in the Regional road network. The traffic study indicated that traffic congestion 
is found on the surrounding Regional roads, especially during the afternoon hours, where several 
intersections are operating at, or near capacity, with long traffic queues and delays. These 
intersections include: 

• Rutherford Road and Babak Blvd, 
• Rutherford Road and Weston Road, 

• Weston Road and Greenpark Blvd, 
• Weston Road and Langstaff Road, and 
• Langstaff Road and Valeria Blvd. 

There are limited alternatives to avoid the congested areas on Regional roads and Provincial 
highways, other than to travel through the Weston Downs community. Average traffic infiltration 
(cut-through) during peak hours is in the range of 20-30% of total trips (one in four trips from 
Regional roads). while community trips are in the range of 60-70% of total trips (three out of four 
are local community trips). The traffic analysis can be found in the Weston Downs traffic study 
executive summary outlined in Attachment 3. 

Three short-term solutions were developed in consultation with the community that 
results in limited effectiveness in addressing the root causes of the aforementioned traffic 
issues, Each short-term option has diverse impacts to mobility and access within the 
community. 

Three short-term solutions were presented to relieve traffic volumes within the community: 

1. Introduce turn restrictions on Regional roads 
2. Introduce turn restrictions on local roads 
3. Convert Santa Barbara Place to a one-way southbound street 

1. Turn restrictions on Regional roads. 

Turn restrictions on Regional roads involve the use of "No Right Turn", "No Through Movement" 
and "No Left and Through Movement" signs at the intersections of Rutherford Road and Babak 
Blvd and Rutherford Road at Velmar Drive. These signs would restrict turns during peak periods 
(7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.) in order to reduce traffic volumes during those times. 
Turn restrictions on Regional roads are expected to provide a moderate reduction in traffic 
volumes. However, this option will restrict access for residents, and require regular enforcement 
to be effective. This option is subject to the approval of York Region who is not in support of turn 
restrictions on Regional roads. Details of the advantages and disadvantages of Turn restrictions 
on Regional roads can be found in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Advantages and Disadvantages of Turn Restrictions on Regional roads 

Advantages of Turn Restrictions 
on Regional roads 

Disadvantages of Turn Restrictions on Regional 
roads 

• Effective in reducing traffic 
infiltration (cut-through traffic) within 
the community. This option targets 
traffic at the periphery of the 
community, forces the traffic to stay 
on the Regional roads. 

• 

• 

• 
• 

As three of every four trips originate within the 
community, most trips won't be eliminated. 
These restrictions will apply to both community 
traffic and cut-through traffic, forcing both 
community and cut-through traffic to travel on 
the already congested Regional road network. 
Therefore, increasing traffic volumes on 
Regional roads, and other local roads. 
Requires regular enforcement to be effective . 
The York Region 2016 Transportation Master 
Plan update considered vehicular turning 
restrictions on Regional roads to have 
negative impact to the operation of the 
Regional road network, and future applications 
would be minimized. 

2, Turn restrictions on local city roads, 

Turn restrictions on local roads involve the use of "No Right Turn" and "No Left Turn" signs at 
several intersections within the community. These signs would restrict turns only during peak 
periods (7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.) in order to reduce traffic. These turns would 
limit traffic volumes on Santa Barbara Place during peak periods, and prevent drivers from using 
other adjacent local roads to cut-through the community. This option restricts movement within 
the community during peak hours, redistributes traffic volumes to both Regional and local roads. 
Details of the advantages and disadvantages of turn restrictions on local roads can be found in 
Table 2. 

Table 2: Advantages and Disadvantages of Turn Restrictions on local roads 

Advantages of Turn restrictions on 
local roads 

Disadvantages of Turn restrictions on local 
roads 

• Reduces traffic volume during the 
peak hours on certain streets. 

• Restricts access for residents . 
• Increases volumes on Regional roads and 

other local roads. 

• Requires regular enforcement to be effective . 

3. One-Way Street on Santa Barbara Place. 

The conversion of Santa Barbara Place into a one-way southbound street would eliminate 
northbound traffic infiltration (cut-through traffic) during the evening peak period (4:30p.m. to 6:30 
p.m.). In addition, during the evening peak hours, vehicles on Valeria Boulevard would not be 
permitted to turn left or right onto Columbus Avenue, to prevent drivers from using Columbus 
Avenue as an alternative route. This option results in the lowest reduction of overall traffic since 
southbound traffic during the morning is not affected, but most effective in reducing the traffic 
volumes on Santa Barbara Place. However, this option results in restriction to access within the 
community, and redistributes traffic to both local and Regional roads. Details of the advantages 
and disadvantages of the One-Way Street on Santa Barbara Place can be found in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Advantages and Disadvantages of One-Way Street on Santa Barbara Place 

Advantages of One-Way street on 
Santa Barbara Place 

Disadvantages of One-Way street on Santa 
Barbara Place 

• Reduce traffic volume during the 
evening peak periods. 

• Most effective in reducing the 
traffic volumes on Santa Barbara 
Place. 

• Restricts access for residents . 
• Increase volumes on Regional roads and 

other local roads . 
• Impacts waste management, emergency 

response and school bus routes. 

The York Region 2016 Transportation Master Plan has identified long-term solutions to 
address traffic concerns along the corridors of Rutherford Road, Weston Road and 
Langstaff Road, 

The traffic study identified long-term solutions to address the traffic concerns in the Weston 
Downs community. Long-term options include Regional road capital improvements that are 
currently part of the York Region 2016 Transportation Master Plan, specifically the widening of 
the roadway from four (4) to six (6) lanes to increase capacity at the following locations: 

• Weston Road- Langstaff Road to Major Mackenzie Drive (2027 -2031); 
• Rutherford Road -Weston Road to Pine Valley Drive (2027 -2031 ); 
• Rutherford Road - Pine Valley Drive to Highway 27 (2032 -2041 ); 
• Langstaff Road- Keele Street to Weston Road (2027 -2031); and 
• Special Study Area - near Pine Valley Drive extension 

An environmental assessment has already been secured for Weston Road and Rutherford Road, 
enabling the projects to advance to implementation within the next three to five years. In addition, 
the City and Region continue to monitor and participate in the OMB appeals process related to 
the Vaughan Mills Center Secondary Plan which includes lands east of Weston Road and south 
of Rutherford Road to Highway 400 to advocate for increased connectivity and east west 
transportation options. 

The extensive public consultation process identified a clear lack of consensus for a 
preferred short-term solution with relatively strong support for doing nothing, 

As noted above, the City undertook an extensive community engagement component with the 
residents of Weston Downs throughout the study process in an effort to work with the community 
to understand the traffic issues present and to identify potential solutions. Three (3) public 
information sessions and two (2) community advisory committee events were held. A project 
webpage was set up, notices were sent to residents, and ongoing emails and comments, 
telephone calls were received regarding the study. A review period was given to the community 
from August 17 to September 15 to provide input on the three proposed community solutions. 
These meetings, workshops and correspondence yielded many valuable insights into the existing 
traffic issues and proposed options to address the traffic concerns present. Feedback from the 
community engagement is outlined in Attachment 4. 

Approximately 20% of the community (348 of 1,846 households) provided input on the three 
short-term options identified. Regional road turn restrictions and do nothing (not an option 
presented on the comment form) received the highest support compared to the other alternatives. 
The ranking of preferred solutions from the third public information session and the review period 
can be found in Table 4 below. 
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Table 4: Public Comments- Short-term options 

Total Comments from the 3ra PIS and Review Period Most Preferred Solution 

Turn Restrictions - Regional Road 30% 
Turn Restrictions - Local Roads 2% 

One-Way Santa Barbara 15% 

Do Nothing (was not an option on the form) 30% 
Turn Restrictions with Permit 22% 

No Response 1% 

Total 100% 

Total Comments Received 348 

With no short-term preferred technical solution and a lack of consensus within the 
community, it is recommended the Region advance improvements to their road network to 
address the root causes of the traffic issues present, as well as pursue additional 
solutions that can be implemented immediately. 

The Weston Downs area road network has limited north-south capacity for traffic, with gaps in the 
Regional road network. The traffic study indicated that traffic congestion is found on the 
surrounding Regional roads, where key intersections are operating at or near capacity. 

Short and long-term solutions were presented to address the traffic volumes within the 
community. Each of the short-term options has limited effectiveness in addressing the traffic 
congestion and involves different impacts to community mobility and accessibility. Further, the 
community has diverse views on each of the short-term options; with relatively strong support for 
doing nothing. 

It is recommended that longer-term solutions be pursued that add road capacity to the Regional 
road transportation system, address the traffic congestion found on the surrounding Regional 
road network, and improve access to the community, as well as pursue additional solutions not 
identified in the traffic study that can be implemented immediately. These include advancing 
Regional road capital improvements for Rutherford Road, Weston Road and Langstaff Road and 
installing demand responsive traffic signal controllers at all signalized intersections in the vicinity 
of Weston Downs. 

York Region Transit (YRT) currently does not have transit routes going through the Weston 
Downs community. In anticipation of the widening of the Regional roads from four lanes to six 
lanes, it is recommended that YRT review the current transit services and consider establishing 
services in and around the Weston Downs neighbourhood in an effort to manage travel demands. 

In addition. the Ministry of Transportation has announced long-term plans to widen Highway 400 
to include HOV lanes from Langstaff Road to Major Mackenzie Drive which will provide additional 
capacity. 

There are two elementary schools within the Weston Downs community, St. Gregory the Great 
and St. Clare. Opportunities exist for the school boards, York Region Public Health, and the City 
to work with the administration at the schools and the community to develop school travel plans, 
policies and programs. This can address school traffic-related issues and promote active and 
sustainable modes of transportation (transit, walking and cycling) to and from school to reduce 
the number of parents who drop off and pick up their children by vehicle. 
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The City and the Region continue to monitor and participate in the OMB appeals process related 
to the Vaughan Mills Center Secondary Plan which includes lands east of Weston Road and 
south of Rutherford Road to Highway 400 to advocate for increased connectivity and east-west 
transportation options. In addition to connectivity, planned improvements to Highway 400 may 
assist to address traffic and congestion issues. 

Relationship to Vaughan Vision 2020/Strategic Plan 

In consideration of the strategic priorities related to Term of Council Service Excellence Strategy 
Map (2014-2018), this report is consistent with the following Term of Council Priorities: 

• Improve municipal network; 
• Continue to develop transit, cycling and pedestrian options to get around the City; and 
• Continue to ensure the safety and well-being of citizens. 

Regional Implications 

The traffic study identified long-term options to address the traffic concerns in the Weston Downs 
community that included Regional road capital improvements that are currently part of the 
Region's transportation master plan. It is recommended that the City pursue long-term solutions 
by requesting the Region to advance improvements to the Regional road network, to address the 
root causes of the traffic issues present. Further, to request the Region to review the opportunity 
for upgrades to the traffic control system on Regional roads in the area of Weston Downs to 
improve overall traffic operations. 

YRT currently does not have transit routes going through the Weston Downs community. It is 
recommended that YRT considers establishing services in and around the Weston Downs 
neighbourhood to manage travel demands. 

Conclusion 

The Hatch Corporation traffic report identified that congestion is present at key Regional 
intersections and the Provincial highway system in and around the community. Working closely 
with the community, short and long-term solutions were developed to address the identified traffic 
issues. Given the limitation and lack of support within the community for the short term options, it 
is recommended that the City pursue longer-term solutions to improve the municipal network, and 
develop sustainable transportation options, to continue to ensure the safety and well-being of 
citizens. 

Attachments 

1. Location map - Weston Downs 
2. Weston Downs Community Engagement Process 
3. Weston Downs Traffic Study Report Executive Summary 
4. Community Input- Issues and Solutions Identified by Residents 

Report prepared by: 

Margie Chung, Manager of Traffic Engineering, Ext. 6173 

(A copy of the attachments referred to in the foregoing have been forwarded to each Member of Council 
and a copy thereof is also on file in the office of the City Clerk.) 
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ATTACHMENT No.3 

Weston Downs Traffic Study 
HL\TCH City of Vaughan 

Executive Summary 

Study Overview and Approach 

Weston Downs is a residential neighbourhood consisting ofapproximately 1,846 residences and t\YO 
schools located in the west-central part ofthe City ofVaughan. TI1e c01mnunity is bounded by three 
Regional Roads: LangstafJRoad (RR 72), Rutherford Road (RR 73), and Weston Road (RR 56) to the 
south, north and east respectiYely. Residents ofWeston Downs have expressed concerns oYer the years 
about high volumes of traffic using local roads to by-pass the congested regional roads and intersections 
that serve the community. In the past the City ofVaughan and the Regional Municipality ofYork have 
conducted various traffic studies and received input from the community on potential solutions to 
reducing the traffic using local roads. To date, there has been no general consensus on the best way to 
solve the traffic problems experienced by community residents. As a result, the City, working in 
collaboration with the Region and Hatch Corporation (fonnerly Hatch Mott MacDonald), undertook a 
comprehensive traffic study for the community ofWeston DO\ms. The study involved identifying traffic 
issues, developing teclmical solutions to address these issues, and engaging community members at every 
stage of the study. Community input was obtained from a Community Advisory Committee (CAC) 
established for this study and from a series ofPublic Infonnation Sessions held during the study. 

Initially discussions were held with area and regional Councillors, and City and Regional Staff to identify 
is ues affecting the community and past approaches to olving them. To better understand the current 
traffic situation. traffic data was collected and analyzed in an effort to quantify the degree to which 
neighbourhood roads are being used for local and cut-through traffic. This w1derstanding of the traffic 
panems and issues was presented to the community through a parallel community engagement program to 
obtain the community's perception of the traffic issues and to identify potential solutions to these issues. 
Residents identified several transportation issues and concems in the neighbourhood and some potential 
solutions from their perspectives during Public Infom1ation Session I. 

Traffic infiltration. or cur-through traffic was the major issue brought forth by the community. Safety and 
operational concerns in the neighborhood were also noted that have resulted from the higher traffic 
Yolumes in the area. The study team revie\Yed these issues and collected additional traffic data addressing 
the specific issues raised by the neighbourhood. The findings \Yere shared with the community, City and 
Region along with possible solutions available to address the cut-through traffic and safety issues. Tllis 
was done tlu·ough two Community Advisory Committee Meetings and Public Infom1ation Sessions 2 and 
3. A resulting set ofpreferred community solutions are presented in tlus report for consideration by the 
community, City and the Region. The community solution which is be t able to address the identified 
traffic problems in the Weston Dmms community and has received llighest level ofsupport from the 
public during the third and final Public Infonnation Session is highlighted in the report. 
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St udy Findings 

Residents' concerns about cut-through traffic in their community and any resulting negative impacts were 
analyzed by using traffic data collected at local road intersections within the smdy area as welt as 
intersections on the regional roads. 

Turning movement counts at gateway intersections were used to compare observed traffic entering and 
leaYing the neighbourhood with the number of inbound and outbound local trips expected to be generated 
by the Weston Downs conm1unity. The smdy also used data collected by an Automatic License P late 
Survey (ALPS) at gateway intersections into the community to identify cut-through traffic. TraYel time 
data was collected for the same 01igin and destination points at the boundaries of the sntdy area, to 
detennine any time avings for traffic using local roads in the community rather than regional roads at the 
conmmnity boundaries to travel between the h\'O points. As part of the comprehensiYe traffic sntdy, 
capacity analysis and review ofdelays and Le,·el of Sen·ice at key signalized and non-signalized 
intersections on both local and regional roads \\·ere completed using the available mrning movement data. 

A simple comparison benveen observed and expected ttips in and out of the Weston Downs community 
showed that 20% more traffic was observed during the peak hours than what was expected to be 
generated by the conmlllnity alone. Consistenr ,,-ith this finding, the license plate survey data indicated 
that 20-30% of the total traffic dming the peak travel times \Yas cut-through traffic. From the travel time 
sntdies it was found that vehicles could save benveen 1-2 minutes of travel time avoiding congested 
boundaty roads and travelling through the community. As a result. roads such as Velmar Boulevard, 
Valeria Boulevard and Santa Barbara Place, were found to be carrying relatively high traffic volumes 
compared to other roads within the community. This was indicating that these roads may be the preferred 
route for cut-through traffic. In particular, Santa Barbara Place, which is classified as a local road and 
providing a connection benveen the northern and southern areas ofWeston Downs \\"as found to be 
carrying high traffic volumes that are representative ofa collector road. At some local intersections within 
the conununity such as Velmar Boule,·ard and Santa Barbara Place. the queue lengths were found to 
extend beyond 40m from the intersection. As a result of these studies the following conclusion was 
reached: 

T he traffic study revealed that community r oads such a s Velmar Boulevat·d, Va let·ia Boulevard and 
Sa nta Bat·bat·a Place catTy high volumes of cut-tlu·ough and local tmffic and contl'ibute to the 
t·esidents' concerns fot· safet)·, non-compliance of traffic control devices and speeding in the \Veston 
Downs community. This is a result ofan incomplete Regional road net\York. with limited north-south 
capacity and congestion present at key intersections in the vicinity of the community. There are few 
alternatives available to motorists to avoid this congestion other than to travel through the Weston Downs 
community. 

Long term solutions for the traftic concerns in the Weston Downs conmmnity include regional road 
capital infrastructure improvements identified as part of the Region's Transportation Master Plan, more 
pecifically: 

• Weston Road - LangstaffRoad to Major Mackenzie Drive (2027-2031) 

• Rutherford Road- Weston Road to Pine Valley Dri,·e (2027-2031) 

• Special sn1dy Area- near Pine Valley Drive extension 

These long temlS options involYe high costs and uncertain rime frames for approval or implementation. 
Accordingly, several short-tem1 solutions were identified that have potential to reduce the problem ofcut
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through traffic within Weston Downs. Discussions with the residents at the C:\C meeting and Public 
Information Session 2 were taken into account while developing the following potential community 
solutions: 

(1) 	 Turn restrictions on regional roads at the gateway entrances to the community during pea k 
hours - Tmuing movements would be restricted by the use of· 1 o Right Tum··. ' o Through 
Movement", and ·'No Left and Through l\Iovements·· signs at the intersections ofBabak Boulevard 
and \"elmar D1ive with Rutherford Road as shown in Figure 1. In the moming peak period between 
7am and 9am. southbound vehicles may not tum right or travel through on Babak Boulevard and 
Velmar D1ive. In the aftemoon peak pe1iod between -UO pm and 6:30pm. northbotuld vehicles are 
prohibited from nu11ing left or travelling through these two intersections. Dtuing the remaining off
peak hours of the day the signs would not resn·ict any nm1ing movements. Tmn restrictions on 
regional roads are expected to prO\ ide the greatest reduction in n·affic volmnes. Traffic is 
anticipated to decrease on most co1rununiry roads with the exception ofAstona Drive and Yale1i a 
Boulevard nmth ofSanta Barbara Place. where traffic ,·olmnes are expected to increase as a result of 
this solution. This option will result in increased traffic volmnes on regional roads. resnict access 
for residents. require regular enforcement to be effective. and be subject to the approval ofYork 
Regional Council. 

(2) 	 Turn rest rictions on local roads through the community during peak hours - Tuming 
movements would be resuicted by ·'No Right Tunf' and "No Left Tum" signs at several 
intersections within tile co1ll1lltmity during peak hours only. In the moming peak hours. between 7am 
and 9am. vehicles on Vehnar D1iYe would not be allowed to tum right onto Blackbllln Boulevard 
Radley Street. Santa Barbara Place and Ki.ngsno1til Boulevard. In tile e\·ening peak ilours. , ·ehicles 
on \"aleria Boulevard would not be allowed to ttuu left or right onto Santa Barbara Place and 
Colurnl>us Aveuue. Tlte loeatiou of the sigus are sltuwu iu Figure 2. Tltese tmu resllictiuus would 
limit volume on Santa Barbara Place during the peak periods. and prevent drivers from using otiler 
adjacent local roads to cut through tile community. This option is also expected to reduce u·affic on 
most local roads. but not as much as nm1 restrictions on regional roads. Volumes on Astona Drive. 
Village Green D1ive and \"aleria Boulevard. nonh ofSanta Barbara. are expected to increase as a 
result of tills solution. This option restricts movement within the community during peak homs, 
redistributes traffic volumes to both regional and local roads and requires regular enforcement in 
order to be effective. 

(3) 	 Conversion ofSanta Barbara P lace to a one-way street - In addition to Santa Barbara Place being 
converted to a southbound one-way street. signs would enforce nm1 resnictions on Columbus 
Avenue to prevent drivers from using Columbus Avenue as au altemarive route in the aftemoon 
peak hom only. Figure 3 shows the location of the signs for this cmrummiry solution. Tills option 
results in the lowest reduction ofoverall traffic volumes since southbound traffic during the moming 
is not affected. However, it is the most effective in reducing the traffic volumes on Santa Barbara 
Place. Tills option results in some resuiction to access within the coll1111tmity. and redistributes 
traffic to both local and regional roads. 

Installing tum reshictions on regional roads was found to be the most effecti,·e solution in reducing 
o,·erall traffic volumes and cut-through n·affic on commtmity roads. Tile other two siloit-teim solutions 
are also expected to reduce u·affic ou some colllll1uuity roads- iu particular ou Sauta Barb<u-a Place. 
Comments received following Public Infonnation Sessions 2 and 3. as well as a result of the public 
review of the Draft Traffic Report indicate some community suppon for the Regional Road Tum 
Resnictions solution compared to the other two alternati,·es involving local road resnictions. Ho"·ever. it 
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is clear from these conuueurs that the conuuuuiry is divided over this issue and no one solution is 
distinctly supp01ted. 

\\bile tllis sntdy bas not ideurified a shott tenu solution that is acceptable to the couuuunity. the Ciry 
should continue to work with the Region and the Province to advance improverneurs to the Regional 
Roads and Highways in the Yiciniry of the Weston Downs cotllllluniry. Ciry staff will be preparing a 
repon on findings and conuuuniry acceptance of the proposed solutions ideurified in tllis shtdy. This 
report will be presented to Ciry Council iu the Fall of2016. 

Figure 1 Turn Restrictions on Regional Roads 
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Figure 2 Turn Restrictions on Local Roads 
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LANGSTAFF ROAD ll 

Figure 3 One-way Street on Santa Barbara Place 
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F"tgure -t: h -;ues Identified by Residents 

figurt 5: Solutions ldtntified by Rf.sidtnts 




